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Abstract. Category names, which comply with the naming conventions estab-
lished by the editor community of Wikipedia, can be divided into patterns to
serve for translation task and other research works in the NLP field. In this pa-
per, we propose a translation model and build a translation tool, which can
semi-automatically translate categories names from English to Vietnamese with
a high reliable outcome. The result has a huge role in contributing new category
names for Wikipedia and reduces the repetitive and tedious edits of editors.
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1 Introduction

It is not regular to see a successful online project which obtains the massive hu-
man cooperation from all around the world, without discriminating who they are or
where they come from. Wikipedia has been proved that together human be able to
develop such an tremendous content with 47,575,867 articles in 298 language pro-
jects1 which offer their precious data, including the category taxonomy to the com-
munity of researchers.

We have observed that editors in Wikipedia manually contribute new categories
and their classification based on personal understanding or reuse from other language
projects, particularly English Wikipedia. We trigger an idea that how we can translate
these categories to help editors overcome this monotonous task. Therefore, they focus
more on devoting other information.

Category names can be basically viewed as noun phrases with a terse, explicit and
descriptive meaning. By glancing at a certain category name, readers and editors can
recognize what is talking about and which articles will belong to it. For instance, cat-
egory “Mexican scientists” consists of articles about scientists who hold a Mex-
ican passport. Instead of using traditional translation methods, we would like to use
naming pattern analysis to gain an online multilingual translation approach from
combining with Wikidata, other sister project of Wikipedia to see how the two pro-
jects can coincidentally work together to generate the best results. By this way, if we

1 https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
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can make the pattern alignments between languages, we can proceed to translate from
a certain language to any language without using complex algorithms and predefined
bulky databases.

In this paper, Section 2 contains relevant works and we present the translation
method in Section 3. Section 4 is about the translation tool and how it works. Finally,
we evaluate the results in Section 5; summarize the paper and future works in Section
6.

2 Related Works

Wikipedia category taxonomy is considered as a free, enormous and valuable re-
source as well as a research object appearing in a lot of papers. There are some works
about extracting or deducing semantic relations from the alignment and comparison of
category entities. The category graph was constructed by a graphtheoretic analysis to
indicate its ability to handle NLP tasks. Zesch and Gurevych utilized the multilingual
power of Wikipedia in applying NLP algorithms for languages instead of self-built
semantic wordnets [1]. The authors transferred semantic relatedness algorithms de-
fined on WordNet to the Wikipedia category graph and evaluated its coverage and the
performance of these algorithms. Chernov et al. extracted the semantic information
from links between categories in Wikipedia [2]. They concluded that the outcome was
useful for forming a Wikipedia semantic schema to broaden search capabilities and
provide meaningful suggestions of editors when they contribute to Wikipedia articles.
Outside Wikipedia, Pasupat and Liang applied queries and a new zero-shot learning
task to extract category entities from web pages containing semi-structured data [3].

Focus on name label and its construction is also a research aspect of Wikipedia
categories. Bøhn and Nørv˚ag chose categories from three areas: 1) people, 2) organi-
zations, and 3) companies for improving the NE recognition. The authors presented
some wildcard patterns which did not clarify about category types they belonged to
and their semantic relationships [4]. Ponzetto and Strube worked on isa and notisa
patterns to derive a large amount of semantic relations from the category system and
compared the result quality with ResearchCyc [5]. Nastase and Strube decoded cate-
gory names by arranging them into various category types and patterns in order to
simplify and reproduce the relations between articles and categories [6]. These pat-
terns, including two variables (X and Y) with their relationship, were analyzed from
English names. We prefer to apply this classification to other languages and make an
alignment between languages for the translation task. Wang et al. inherited this classi-
fication to apply for a weakly supervised learning framework to collect relations from
Chinese Wikipedia categories [7].

Generally, category names can be seen as noun phrases which we can apply Statis-
tical Phrase-Based method [8, 9] to translate. Based on this research, Pu et al. im-
proved noun phrase translation of polysemous nouns (XY compounds) from Chinese
and German [10]. Another method of noun phrase translation is to use Word-Based
Model [11, 12] which has more precise compared with previous adjacent methods and
syntax-based methods [11]. As declared in Introduction Section, in this research, we
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try to use a “light” method which depends on an available multilingual source of Wik-
idata to execute the translation task.

3 The Translation Method

3.1 Set up the pattern alignment

In order to begin the translation process, the initial step is we need to create the
pattern alignment between a source language and a destination language. We apply
English and Vietnamese as two languages mentioned and translate category names
from English to Vietnamese. Also, if we obtain the pattern alignments in more lan-
guages, we can have more optional languages translated to. We separate the patterns
into two kinds: English pattern (Ep) and Vietnamese pattern (Vp). We collect Eps
analyzed from works [5, 6] and make the alignment table representing the correlation
between Eps and Vps, which gained from a Wikimedia project [13]. Table 1 lists
some aligned rules between Eps and Vps.

Table 1. Some typical aligned rules between Eps and Vps.

No. Ep Vp Examples

1 X X
en:Science vi:Khoa học
X = science X = khoa học

2 XY
YX
X của Y

en:Computer science
X =  computer, Y = science
vi:Khoa học máy tính
X = máy tính, Y = khoa học

en:Adele albums
X = Adele, Y = albums
vi:Album của Adele
X = Adele, Y = album
*Adele is a person, so we use “của”
meansing “of”

3 X by Y X theo Y

en: Cities by country
X = cities, Y = country
vi: Thành phố theo quốc gia
X = thành phố, Y = quốc gia

4 X in Y
X ở Y
X tại Y
XY

en: Cities in Vietnam
X = Cities, Y = Vietnam
vi: Thành phố Việt Nam
vi: Thành phố ở Việt Nam
vi: Thành phố tại Việt Nam
X = thành phố, Y = Việt Nam
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5 X of Y
X của Y
XY

en:Birds of Vietnam
X = Birds, Y = Vietnam
vi: Chim Việt Nam
X = Birds, Y = Việt Nam

en:History of Mexico
X = history, Y = Mexico
vi:Lịch sử Mexico
vi:Lịch sử của Mexico
X = lịch sử, Y = Mexico

6 X from Y X từ Y

en:People from Hanoi
X = people, Y = Hanoi
vi:Người từ Hà Nội
X = người, Y = Hà Nội

7 X [VBN IN] Y
X được [VNB]
Y
X do Y [VNB]

en:Films directed by Peter Lord
X = films, Y = Peter Lord
vi:Phim được đạo diễn bởi Peter Lord
vi:Phim do Peter Lord đạo diễn
X = phim, Y = Peter Lord

8
X in Y
(X is year)

Y năm X
YX

en:2018 in Vietnam
X = 2018, Y = Việt Nam
vi:Việt Nam năm 2018
vi:Việt Nam 2018
X = 2018, Y = Việt Nam

9
X(s) in Y
(X is year)

Y thập niên X

en:2010s in Vietnam
X = 2010s, Y = Vietnam
vi:Việt Nam thập niên 2010
X = 2010, Y = Việt Nam

In Wikipedia, naming conventions are standards formed and developed by the edi-
tor community so these standards request everybody must comply to when they create
new categories or arrange the category tree. The most benefit of naming conventions
is to keep category names in a homogeneous way. In English, we can refer naming
conventions in the Category:Wikipedia naming conventions2 which describe
in detail for every single case. Similarly, these standards can be found at Wikipe-
dia:Thể loại3 in Vietnamese.

Table 1 only shows several aligned rules that most of them we gained from the
Vietnamese community agreement. Actually, there are more rules than that; however,
when we would like to contribute new categories to Vietnamese Wikipedia, we have
to respect the naming conventions so we only list some granted patterns.

The extension of the English pattern in rule 2 may be “XYZ” when we will work
with the noun phrases containing nouns. For the noun phrases contain adjectives, we
do not take them into account. When translating to Vietnamese, this pattern can in-
verse as “ZYX” but not always for all cases. For example, we divide category “Com-
puter science awards” into three parts: X = “computer”, Y = “science”

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_naming_conventions
3 https://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Thể_loại
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and Z = “awards”. In Vietnamese, these translate to X = “máy tính”, Y =
“khoa học”, and Z = “giải thưởng”. The result is “Giải thưởng khoa học
máy tính”. For another example, the category “University College London” is
cracked into X = University (Đại học), Y = College (Cao đẳng) and Z

= London (Luân Đôn). If we apply the above pattern, we have a wrong Vietnam-
ese name “Luân Đôn Cao đẳng Đại học” and the correct name must be “Đại
học Cao đẳng Luân Đôn”. That’s the reason why for all translated category names
that we have the manual evaluation step to be sure the correctness.

Some rules (2, 4, 5, and 6) fall into the ambiguous case which an English pattern
can interpret into more than one Vietnamese pattern. To deal with this problem, we
classify existing category names into featured groups in English and Vietnamese
which meet some similar characteristics. We prioritize these groups by following
orders: preposition matching, head matching [5] (prefix) and tail matching (suffix).
For example, group g1 includes category names with the head “Ca sĩ” (singer)
may have these members: g1 = [“Ca sĩ Singapore”, “Ca sĩ thế kỷ 20”,
“Ca sĩ Thái Lan”]. Group g2 = [“Cities in Japan”, “Radio in Mexi-
co”, “Airports in Canada”] matches with preposition “in” and group g3 =

[“Văn hóa Việt Nam”, “Năng lượng ở Việt Nam”, “Đập tại Việt
Nam”] goes very well with the tail “Việt Nam”. In each group, we choose a category
name candidate which has the highest matching point (M-point) with the translated
category name by Dao’s module [14]. We choose a category candidate in English and
a category candidate in Vietnamese. Next, we calculate the mean of M-points be-
tween category candidates and category names in English and Vietnamese. Then, we
compare this mean to a threshold (0.5). If the mean is higher or equal the threshold,
we pick it for the translation. Otherwise, we will drop this translation.

Also, English patterns (2, 4, 5 and 6) can be written in the generalized form as X

[prep] Y. Some other prepositions (about, on, upon, over) categorized into
this case have no agreement in Vietnamese Wikipedia so we simply discard them.

Rule 7, pattern X [VBN IN] Y is a tough case that we have to take it out of our
practice because English has a lot of irregular verbs, including their past and past
participate forms so it is quite complicated to deal with. We will consider to take it in
our next research to expand more translated results.

Rule 8, X năm Y is a naming convention, according to Vietnamese Wikipedia
agreements4, but the pattern XY is still used in reality, so we create a redirection from
pattern XY to pattern X năm Y.

Different from English, Vietnamese nouns do not have any notion of number or
amount [15]. For example, we can translate “cities” to “thành phố” and this
name can be denoted for one city or many cities. Instead, to determine a noun in the
plural or singular form in Vietnamese, we use plural markers (pluralizers) before it
such as những (several), các (several) and một (one). If we have no matter about
pluralizers, we can remove them in translation for a short category name which still
guarantees an explicit meaning.

4 https://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Thể_loại
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At last, we deal with long category names which can be viewed as a combination
of component names. For example, we take category “Information Technology
in Mexico” as pattern “X in Y” with X = “Information Technology” and Y

= “Mexico”. The noun phrase “Information Technology” continues to be split
as pattern “XY” with X1 = “Information” and Y1 = “Technology”. Our task
now is to translate X1, Y1, Y into Vietnamese, and combine them to produce the
result name: “Công nghệ thông tin ở Mexico”.

3.2 Wikidata as a multilingual semantic source

An interwiki link is a link that connects two articles (or categories, templates, etc)
in two language projects of Wikipedia. This link helps readers and editors be able to
find articles on various language projects for some common purposes: content com-
parison, translation, broadening knowledge or research. The classical structure to
maintain interwiki links is that every language project must store syntax lines (such as
[[en:Language]] with en is English and Language is an article name). Realized
the problems of link maintenance and bulky data storage in each language project,
Wikimedia organization launched Wikidata in October 2012 as a central data man-
agement platform for storing multilingual links and semantic relations [16, 17]. Wiki-
data stores mutilingual labels in two main types: Item (Q) and Property (P). Item and
Property both contain statements (semantic relations). Item is used to link article
names while Property works with properties.

Fig. 1. Interwiki links of Item “Information” in Wikidata.

Figure 1 indicates the multilingual labels of Item “Information” (Q11028) in
English, French, Vietnamese, and Traditional Chinese. From Wikidata, we can re-
trieve any terms in any languages from the English input. In this research, we use
Wikidata as a source to search for Vietnamese terms instead of using bilingual dic-
tionaries. One of the important thing that many researchers concern to Wikidata is its
reliability [18]. Because of Wikidata’s policy, everyone can freely contribute to this
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project so it is sometimes difficult to counter vandalisms. Sarabadani et al. declared
that vandalism edits was just 17 edits (0.17%) in 10000 set [19] in their research
which pointed out that the number of vandalism edits is just a very few. In our transla-
tion model, we also run the manual evaluation; thus, we are confident to use the data
of Wikidata.

3.3. Translation model

We organize the priority orders of patterns as follows: X-pattern translation (sin-
gle pattern which cannot be divided into smaller patterns), P-pattern translation (pat-
terns with prepositions or X [prep] Y patterns), XY-pattern translation (noun phrase
patterns) and O-pattern translation (other patterns). Figure 2 displays the model how
we use to translate category names.

Fig. 2. The translation model.

First, we collect English category names which do not have any corresponding
names in Vietnamese or do not exist interlinks to Vietnamese Wikipedia at Wikidata
as our input. In the translation mechanism of Figure 1, with category A in the list, we
will proceed:

- Step 1: We treat A as X-pattern and check it at Wikidata. If we find a Viet-
namese name B respectively, we continue to check B. If B existed in Viet-
namese Wikipedia and/or has no interwiki links, we stop translation and re-

Input
Category

names

X-pattern (1)

P-pattern (2)

XY-pattern (3)

O-pattern (4)

Translation mechanism

Local

database

Result (Translated category names)

Evaluation (Matching, manual supervision)
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turn a failure. Otherwise, we take B to the evaluation process. If not, we pass
it to Step 2.

- Step 2: We check A to have prepositions or not. If yes, we split A into three
parts: pre-preposition, preposition and post-preposition. We continue to re-
peat Step 1 with these three parts and gather the results. If one of these parts
do not have the corresponding Vietnamese name, we stop the translation. If
no, we pass it to Step 3.

- Step 3: In this step, we will deal with noun phrase translation (XY-pattern).
We begin by splitting A into two parts: the last word and the remains. Later,
we repeat Step 1 for these two. If one of these parts does not have a Viet-
namese name when we check it at Wikidata, we continue to split A into two
parts: last two words and the remains. Again, we repeat Step 1 for these two.
We repeat until we have the two parts: the first word and the remains but we
do not still reach the results, it means a failure. If we can get the result parts,
we reverse the parts (XY -> YX) then put in into the evaluation.

- Step 4: We apply this step to translate category names based on O-patterns
which we find and integrate in the translation process when Step 1, Step 2,
Step 3 are not working. Depending on every category pattern, we will decide
to pass A to Step 1, Step 2, or Step 3. The evaluation will be proceeded in the
case we have the return results. Otherwise, the translation is ended.

The next step is to calculate M-point of translated names with a candidate catego-
ry name. We use a Dao’s module [14] to measure the similarity of category names
which estimates phrases by WordNet. If the M-point is equal or more than 0.5 (our
pragmatic threshold), we keep this category name. Eventually, we do manual evalua-
tion and store new category names into a local database. The extension job may be to
create these new names in Vietnamese Wikipedia or upgrade the category taxonomy
(RDF triples). For every translated category name, we also store its structure (Name-
Analysis) that can be inherited to translate next names.

4. The Translation Tool

We built a tool so-called “Wiki Category 1.0.9” written by C# language on .NET
Platform, which offers results used by AutoWikiBrowser to import new categories to
Vietnamese Wikipedia. We use a local database, including 58881 categories and
11569 articles (in both English and Vietnamese) as a buffer memory to reduce exe-
cuted time for the translation process instead of retrieving data online from Wikidata.
The number of categories and articles will increase in every time the tool run.

The tool works by some simple steps. First, it gets the article list (random articles,
new recently added articles, articles by category, etc.). This tool collects untranslated
category names in each article and to put them into the translation execution. Ulti-
mately, we will manually review the correctness of category names (Figure 3) and
edit their name analyses if needed before inserting them into a local database.
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Fig. 3. The screenshot of the result of translated category names.

For each category, we set four statuses: Not create, Existing, Exist-

ing_MissingLink (no interwiki link) and Redirected that we can easily manage
them. We will add controversy names to the backlist to stop translating them in future.
Besides, the results can be exported to XML format for other uses.

5. Results

As of Feb 2018, we generated more than 7000 new categories in Vietnamese and
contributed 6035 categories to Vietnamese Wikipedia 5. We randomly picked a sam-
ple of 1000 translated categories, counted the number of category names of pattern
types, and estimate the precision with a 0.5 threshold.

Table 2. Distribution of the number of pattern types.

X-pattern P-pattern XY-pattern O-pattern

0 796 181 118

In Table 2, P-pattern type occupied the most number of category names and
followed by XY-pattern and O-pattern. We realized that there were many category
names belonging to more than one pattern type; however, we did not put them into the
statistics. We did not surprise that the number category name of X-pattern type was
zero or a very few on statistics. This pattern type is quite simple (single and popular
names) so seemly editors already translated almost of them to Vietnamese. We manu-
ally scrutinized the correctness of each category name of the sample set. Subsequent-
ly, we received a 0.89 precision of 1000 set which is likely high but it was not our
expectation. We reviewed the results and found that category names of XY-pattern,
particularly some long names had the most translation failures with 5.9% and 32% if
we computed only the XY-pattern. It means our inverse rule (XY -> YX and the

5 https://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thể_loại:Bài_do_bot_tạo
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extension XYZ -> ZYX) can not work for most of cases so we will solve this obsta-
cle in future.

Fig. 4. The chart of precision by threshold.

From Figure 4, the precision is relatively high and increases proportionally with
M-point. We found that the precision is nearly 1 (or 100%) if the threshold is from
0.95. For the distribution of the precision by threshold, here was our calculation. With
M-point less than 0.7, the precision is 0.86; M-point from 0.7 and to less than 0.8, the
precision is 0.85; M-point from 0.8 and to less than 0.9, the precision is 0.92; the pre-
cision is 0.94 with M-point more than 0.9.

6. Summary and Future Work

We presented category patterns used to determine category name structure in Eng-
lish and Vietnamese. The translation model based on aligned rules was delineated
explicitly with some simple steps combined with the evaluation method and multilin-
gual online data of Wikidata to be ready for the translation process. For experimental
testing, we built “Wiki Category” tool which produced more than 7000 new catego-
ries. The precision with 0.5 threshold of 1000 set is 0.89 which is considered as a
comparatively high score. Besides, we still have a problem with XY-pattern which
gain the most translation failures.

Our result has a significant value that helps to contribute new categories to Wik-
ipedia and reduce the human efforts. In addition, our research is potential for translat-
ing category names or noun phrases in many languages. Therefore, we will apply
multilingual translation model in future. To achieve the precision higher, we will
apply Google Search data to measure the popularity of translated name, especially for
the XY-pattern and depend the semantic relatedness [20] to infer category names.
Likewise, we would like to collect more category patterns to widen our translation
ability.
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